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this book provides insights that will help move the international community toward greater cooperation, stability, and
sustainability.
The Oxford Handbook of Africa and Economics Célestin Monga 2015 Identifies the central themes, issues, questions, and
methods of analysis of economics, and discusses how they have been approached in the African context over time. Reviews
and document how the study of African societies has contributed to and shaped major fields of the discipline of
economics.
International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards Bank for International Settlements. BIS. Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision 2006
The Political Economy of City Branding Ari-Veikko Anttiroiko 2014-02-24 Globalization affects urban communities in many
ways. One of its manifestations is increased intercity competition, which compels cities to increase their
attractiveness in terms of capital, entrepreneurship, information, expertise and consumption. This competition takes
place in an asymmetric field, with cities trying to find the best possible ways of using their natural and created
assets, the latter including a naturally evolving reputation or consciously developed competitive identity or brand.
The Political Economy of City Branding discusses this phenomenon from the perspective of numerous post-industrial
cities in North America, Europe, East Asia and Australasia. Special attention is given to local economic development
policy and industrial profiling, and global city rankings are used to provide empirical evidence for cities’
characteristics and positions in the global urban hierarchy. On top of this, social and urban challenges such as
creative class struggle are also discussed. The core message of the book is that cities should apply the tools of city
branding in their industrial promotion and specialization, but at the same time take into account the special nature of
their urban communities and be open and inclusive in their brand policies in order to ensure optimal results. This book
will be of interest to scholars and practitioners working in the areas of local economic development, urban planning,
public management, and branding.
Visual Politics and North Korea David Shim 2013-10-15 In the realm of international relations, there are seemingly few
states like North Korea. Whether it is the country’s human rights situation, its precarious everyday life or its socalled foreign policy of coercion and nuclear brinkmanship, no matter what this ‘pariah’ nation says and does it
affects the state and stability of regional and global politics. But what do we know about North Korea and how do we
come to know it? This book argues that visual imagery plays a decisive role in this operation. By discussing two
exemplary areas – everyday photography and satellite imagery – the book takes into account the role of images in the
way that particular issues related to North Korea are understood in contemporary geopolitics. Images work. They do
something by evoking a particular perspective of what is shown in them, allowing only specific ways of seeing and
knowing. In this sense, images are deeply political. Individual methodological usages in the book can provide a
procedural basis from which to start or rethink further studies on visuality, both in IR and beyond. It also opens an
innovative path for future studies on East Asia, making the book attractive to a range of specialists and thus holding
an appeal beyond the boundaries of a single discipline.
World Malaria Report 2018 World Health Organization 2019-02-12 This year's report shows that after an unprecedented
period of success in global malaria control, progress has stalled. Data from 2015-2017 highlight that no significant
progress in reducing global malaria cases was made in this period. There were an estimated 219 million cases and
435,000 related deaths in 2017. The World Malaria Report 2018 draws on data from 90 countries and areas with ongoing
malaria transmission. The information is supplemented by data from national household surveys and databases held by
other organizations.
The Alawis of Syria Michael Kerr 2015-01-12 Throughout the turbulent history of the Levant the 'Alawis - a secretive,
resilient and ancient Muslim sect - have aroused suspicion and animosity, including accusations of religious heresy.
More recently they have been tarred with the brush of political separatism and complicity in the excesses of the Assad
regime, claims that have gained greater traction since the onset of the Syrian uprising and subsequent devastating
civil war. The contributors to this book provide a complex and nuanced reading of Syria's 'Alawi communities -from
loyalist gangs (Shabiha) to outspoken critics of the regime. Drawing upon wide-ranging research that examines the
historic, political and social dynamics of the 'Alawi and the Syrian state, the current tensions are scrutinised and
fresh insights offered. Among the themes addressed are religious practice, social identities, and relations to the
Ba'ath party, the Syrian state and the military apparatus. The analysis also extends to Lebanon with a focus on the
embattled 'Alawi community of Jabal Mohsen in Tripoli and state relations with Hizballah amid the current crisis.
State Capitalism Joshua Kurlantzick 2016-03-08 The end of the Cold War ushered in an age of American triumphalism best
characterized by the "Washington Consensus:" the idea that free markets, democratic institutions, limitations on
government involvement in the economy, and the rule of law were the foundations of prosperity and stability. The last
fifteen years, starting with the Asian financial crisis, have seen the gradual erosion of that consensus. Many
commentators have pointed to the emergence of a powerful new rival model: state capitalism. In state capitalist
regimes, the government typically owns firms in strategic industries. Not beholden to private-sector shareholders, such
firms are allowed to operate with razor-thin margins if the state deems them strategically important. China, soon to be
the world's largest economy, is the best known state capitalist regime, but it is hardly the only one. In State
Capitalism, Joshua Kurlantzick ranges across the world--China, Thailand, Brazil, Russia, South Africa, Turkey, and
more--and argues that the increase in state capitalism across the globe has, on balance, contributed to a decline in
democracy. He isolates some of the reasons for state capitalism's resurgence: the fact that globalization favors
economies of scale in the most critical industries, and the widespread rejection of the Washington Consensus in the
face of the problems that have plagued the world economy in recent years. That said, a number of democratic nations
have embraced state capitalism, and in those regimes, state-backed firms like Brazil's Embraer have enjoyed
considerable success. Kurlantzick highlights the mixed record and the evolving nature of the model, yet he is more
concerned about the negative effects of state capitalism. When states control firms, whether in democratic or
authoritarian regimes, the government increases its advantage over the rest of society. The combination of new
technologies, the perceived failures of liberal economics and democracy in many developing nations, the rise of modern
kinds of authoritarians, and the success of some of the best-known state capitalists have created an era ripe for state
intervention. State Capitalism offers the sharpest analysis yet of what state capitalism's emergence means for
democratic politics around the world.
Handbook of BRICS and Emerging Economies P. B. Anand 2021-01-16 This handbook presents a comprehensive and multifaceted analysis of the BRICS countries and other emerging economies, exploring their economic, social, environmental,
and governance dimensions and challenges.
Managing the City Economy Le-Yin Zhang 2015-03-24 In a world increasingly organised as networks of cities, this book
offers the first full-length treatment of the subject of managing the city economy. It explores key challenges and
strategies, particularly in developing countries, where developmental deficits are greatest and almost all urban growth
up to 2050 will take place. Adopting a practitioner’s perspective, theoretically grounded and international in scope,
this book is unique in its focus and endeavours to connect theory with practice. Through an interdisciplinary and
strategic approach, this book explores the challenges and options in managing the contemporary city economy. It aims to
illustrate the extent to which appropriate policy interventions in the city economy could offer effective solutions to
some of the most difficult social and environmental challenges facing cities. The book comprises five main parts. Part
I sets the scene and examines contemporary processes that affect cities and explains the challenges they pose for city
managers. Part II presents a selection of conceptual frameworks commonly used in urban economic analysis. Part III
examines the management of sectoral growth, covering manufacturing, exports of services, transport and logistics, and
real estate. Part IV addresses urban poverty, low-carbon transition and the informal economy. Part V focuses on laying
the foundation for long-term city development, exploring the roles of city development strategies, municipal finance,
investment in people and appropriate infrastructure. This book is designed for graduate courses in urban economic
development, urban planning, urban policy and public administration, and for professionals who are involved in the
management of city economies or/and conducting research, consultancy or policy advocacy for cities. Through critical
review of relevant debates and a dozen case studies this book will equip city managers with the knowledge required to
strengthen the performance of their city economy while delivering authentic and sustainable development.
Innovations in Urban and Regional Systems Jean-Claude Thill 2020-05-11 This book presents cutting‐edge research on
urban and regional systems applying modern spatial analytical techniques of Geographic Information Science &
Technologies (GIS&T), spatial statistics, and location modeling. The contributions, written by leading scholars from
around the globe, adopt a spatially explicit analytical perspective and highlight methodological innovations and
substantive breakthroughs on many facets of the socioeconomic and environmental reality of urban and regional contexts.
The book is divided into three parts: The first part offers an introduction to the research field, while the second
part discusses critical issues in urban growth and urban management, presenting case studies on city and urban
environments, their growth, data infrastructures and spatial and management issues. The third part then broadens the
analysis to the regional scale, addressing growth, convergence and adaptation to new economic and information‐based
realities. This book appeals to scholars of spatial and regional sciences as well as to policy decision-makers
interested in advanced methods of spatial analysis, location modeling, and GIS&T.
The SAGE Handbook of Research in International Education Mary Hayden 2015-10-13 The landscape of international
education has changed significantly in the last ten years and our understanding of concepts such as ‘international’,
'global' and ‘multicultural’ are being re-evaluated. Fully updated and revised, and now including new contributions
from research in South East Asia, the Middle East, China, Japan, Australasia, and North America, the new edition of
this handbook analyses the origins, interpretations and contributions of international education and explores key
contemporary developments, including: internationalism in the context of teaching and learning leadership, standards
and quality in institutions and systems of education the promotion of internationalism in national systems This
important collection of research is an essential resource for anyone involved in the practice and academic study of
international education, including researchers and teachers in universities, governmental and private curriculum
development agencies, examination authorities, administrators and teachers in schools.
The Economics of Iraq Amer K. Hirmis 2018-03-12 Meticulously researched and written by Dr Amer K. Hirmis the book takes
readers 6000 years back to early Mesopotamian polity, culture, and religious codes which shaped the economy, and
continue to shape much of the body of Iraq’s polity, economy and society today. Economic inefficiency, inequality and
lack of sufficient employment are common threads that run throughout Mesopotamian/Iraqi economic history. The
persistence of poverty, high unemployment, conscious discrimination against women, and a polity dictating blind
allegiance and obedience from the subjects to the ruler, denied the Iraqis achieving economic development, the ultimate
aim of which is the sustained improvement of the well-being of the people. Even when economic growth was attained, it
was desperately non-inclusive. With a novel approach to economic development, this book examines Iraq’s economy over
the past 100 years. It establishes the historical roots in the consumption patterns, nature of the producers, the
economic structure, trade, monetary and fiscal policy and resource allocation. In all these areas the echoes from the
ancient past are striking. The principles of Sumerian taxes are still applied in present-day Iraq. The book proposes a
set of conditions, which will need to be created for Iraq to achieve economic development and functional democracy, in
the distant future.
Understanding the Political Economy of the Arab Uprisings Ishac Diwan 2014-05-26 For the millions of citizens in the
Arab World who came together in 2010–2011 to discover their common yearning for dignity and liberty, the real
revolutions only began after the wave of protests. Understanding the Political Economy of the Arab Uprisings reassess
the interests, potential and constraints of various socio-political players and their importance in the building of a
constructive environment for democratic progress in the Middle East. Initiated by the Cairo-based Economic Research
Forum and edited by Ishac Diwan, this invaluable volume features contributions by Middle East academics across the
world. They examine the reasons behind the uprisings, how democratic transitions transpire, the role of Arab capitalism
in the crises, and how the experiences of other countries such as Indonesia, Turkey and Iran, can forecast where these
uprisings may lead the Middle East in the years to come. Contents:PrefaceIntroductionThe Genesis of the Uprisings:The
Political Economy of Arab Presidents for Life — and After (Roger Owen)Understanding Revolution in the Middle East: The
Central Role of the Middle Class (Ishac Diwan)The Making of the Tunisian Revolution (Fadhel Kaboub)A Transition to
Democracy?:On the Determinants of Democratic Transitions (Caroline Freund and Melise Jaud)Islamists in Power?
Inclusion, Moderation, and the Arab Uprisings (Jillian Schwedler)Arab Capitalism in Crisis:Detecting Corruption and
Evaluating Programs to Control It: Some Lessons for MENA (Jeffrey B Nugent)Enhancing Competition in a PostRevolutionary Arab Context: Does the Turkish Experience Provide Any Lessons? (Izak Atiyas)Lessons from
Elsewhere:Political and Economic Developments in Turkey and The Transformation of Political Islam (1950–2010) (Hasan
Ersel)Social Order, Rents, and Economic Development in Iran Since the Early 20th Century (Hadi S Esfahani & Esra Ç
Gürakar)What Happened in the Early Years of Democracy: Indonesia's Experience (Akhmad R Shidiq and Philips J Vermonte)
Readership: Graduate and research students, political scientists, economists, social scientists who specialize in the
political economy of the Middle East and current affairs in the MENA Region. Key Features:Written by distinguished

The Global Factory Peter J. Buckley 2018 This key new book synthesises Peter Buckley's work on ‘the global factory’ –
the modern networked multinational enterprise. The role of interfirm networks, entrepreneurship and cooperation in the
creation and management of global factories leads to a discussion of their governance, internal knowledge transfer
strategies and performance, including their role in potentially combating societal failures. Emerging country
multinationals are examined as a special case of global factories with a focus on Indian and Chinese multinationals,
their involvement in tax havens and offshore financial centres, the performance and processes of their acquisition
strategies – all seen as key aspects of globalisation.
Foundations of the Islamic State Patrick B. Johnston 2016-05-18 Drawing from 140 recently declassified documents, this
report comprehensively examines the organization, territorial designs, management, personnel policies, and finances of
the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) and al-Qa‘ida in Iraq. Analysis of the Islamic State predecessor groups is more than a
historical recounting. It provides significant understanding of how ISI evolved into the present-day Islamic State and
how to combat the group.
A tool for supporting economic policy-making in the former Yugoslavia Klaus Weyerstraß 2016 The book describes a
quarterly macroeconometric multi-country model for Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia and Serbia. The model is
tested by evaluating its ability to reproduce the endogenous variables in an ex post simulation. Furthermore, economic
policy simulations are performed to analyse (i) islated vs. coordinated fiscal policies, (ii) the future of the euro
area and impacts on Slovenia and Serbia, (iii) budgetary consolidation strategies for Slovenia, (iv) how to cope with
population ageing, and (iv) impacts of Croatia's EU accession. Klaus Weyerstrass is senior researcher at the Institute
for Advanced Studies, Vienna.
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference: Quantitative and Qualitative Methodologies in the Economic &
Administrative Sciences (QMEAS 2013) Christos Frangos
Managing Media Firms and Industries Gregory Ferrell Lowe 2015-08-20 This volume provides rich insight into the nature
and practice of media management. Contributions assess the degree to which management of media firms requires a unique
set of skills, highlighting similarities and differences of media firms compared with other industries in terms of
management practices, HR development and operational aspects. Success and limitations of research on media management
theory is evaluated, both drawing on management theory and examining insights from other disciplines. Dimensions for
future research are considered along with practical implications for media managers and corporate structures. The book
serves as a valuable reference for researchers, advanced students and practitioners in media industries.
The Great Surge Steven Radelet 2016-11-22 "The Great Surge tells the remarkable story of this unprecedented economic,
social, and political transformation. It shows how the end of the Cold War, the development of new technologies,
globalization, courageous local leadership, and in some cases, good fortune, have combined to dramatically improve the
fate of hundreds of millions of people in poor countries around the world. Most importantly, The Great Surge reveals
how we can fight the changing tides of climate change, resource demand, economic and political mismanagement, and
demographic pressures to accelerate the political, economic, and social development that has been helping the poorest
of the poor around the world,"--Amazon.com.
The International Business Environment Leslie Hamilton 2015-03-26 Will the expansion of the Chinese economy result in
job losses in the USA? How can a natural disaster in Japan cause world stock markets to plummet?What impact does the
Arab Spring have on the petroleum industry in the Middle East and North Africa?Adopting a clear global perspective,
this textbook is an essential introduction to the challenges of the international business environment. The book begins
by setting the global context and evaluating the idea of international industries, the world economy, and the threats
and opportunities of global markets. The authors then identify the core issues faced by businesses and the dynamic
socio-cultural, technological, political, legal, and ecological environments in which they operate. Case studies are
sourced from almost every continent in the world, including a wealth of examples from the emerging markets of Africa,
South America, and Asia. In addition, each chapter provides a range of learning tools designed to test and develop the
reader's understanding. Questions and assignment tasks ensure students can apply their knowledge to real-world
scenarios, while full colour diagrams throughout the book illustrate business environment theory and comparative
examples with particular clarity.This unique combination of accessible theory, diverse case studies, and reflection
points will prepare the reader for academic success and develop the professional skills required to excel in their
future global business career. New to this editionNew assignment tasks at the end of every chapter provide real-world
scenarios to develop employability skills and apply understanding.New questions in the mini case studies and
counterpoint boxes encourage critical thinking and reflection throughout the book.A wealth of new and updated case
studies from around the world illustrate the challenges faced by contemporary organizations in regions as diverse as
Africa, Europe, Asia, and the United States.Updated to reflect developments in the financial, political, legal, and
technological environments since the publication of the previous edition, including the Arab Spring, economic sanctions
on Russia, and changes in the global banking sector.
Mathematics for the IB Diploma: Applications and interpretation SL Paul Fannon 2021-11-19 Enable students to construct
mathematical models by exploring challenging problems and the use of technology. - Engage and excite students with
examples and photos of maths in the real world, plus inquisitive starter activities to encourage their problem-solving
skills. - Build mathematical thinking with our 'Toolkit' and mathematical exploration chapter, along with our new
toolkit feature of questions, investigations and activities. - Develop understanding with key concepts and applications
integrated throughout, along with TOK links for every topic. - Prepare your students for assessment with worked
examples, extended essay support and colour-coded questions to highlight the level of difficulty and the different
types of questions. - Check understanding with review exercise midway and at the end of the textbook. Follows the new
2019 IB Guide for Mathematics: applications and interpretation Standard Level
Two Decades of Market Reform in India Sudipta Bhattacharyya 2014-12-01 Have neoliberal policies truly yielded
beneficial effects for India? ‘Two Decades of Market Reform in India’ presents a collection of essays that challenge
the conventional wisdom of Indian market reforms, examining the effects of neoliberal policies enacted by the Indian
government and exploding the myths that surround them. In particular, the volume questions the perceived benefits of
India’s reform policies in the areas of growth, agriculture, industry and poverty alleviation, and examines how the
government’s focus on preventing a fiscal deficit caused a large-scale decline in development expenditures, which in
turn has had a negative impact on the well-being of the poor. With its rich and insightful analysis, ‘Two Decades of
Market Reform in India’ bravely shines a light on the true implications of India’s neoliberal governmental policies,
and provides a revealing indication of how policy reform since 1991 has, at times, detrimentally affected the general
populace of India.
India’s Approach to Development Cooperation Sachin Chaturvedi 2016-04-14 India is emerging as a key player in the
development cooperation arena, not only because of the increasing volume and reach of its south-south cooperation but
more so because of its leadership and advocacy for the development of a distinctly southern development discourse and
knowledge generation. This book traces and analyses the evolution of Indian development cooperation. It highlights its
significance both to global development and as an effective tool of Indian foreign policy. Focussing on how India has
played an important role in supporting development efforts of partner countries in South Asia and beyond through its
various initiatives in the realm of development cooperation, the book tracks the evolution, genesis, and the challenges
India faces in the current international context. The contributions provide a rich mix of academic and government,
policy and practice, Indian and external perspectives. Theory is complemented with empirical research, and case studies
on countries and sectors as well as comparisons with other aid providing countries are presented. The book is of
interest to researchers and policy makers in the field of development cooperation, the role of emerging powers from the
South, international development, foreign policy and global political economy.
The Ashgate Research Companion to the Korean War Donald W. Boose 2016-03-23 This essential companion provides a
comprehensive study of the literature on the causes, course, and consequences of the Korean War, 1950-1953. Aimed
primarily at readers with a special interest in military history and contemporary conflict studies, the authors
summarize and analyze the key research issues in what for years was known as the 'Forgotten War.' The book comprises
three main thematic parts, each with chapters ranging across a variety of crucial topics covering the background,
conduct, clashes, and outcome of the Korean War. The first part sets the historical stage, with chapters focusing on
the main participants. The second part provides details on the tactics, equipment, and logistics of the belligerents.
Part III covers the course of the war, with each chapter addressing a key stage of the fighting in chronological order.
The enormous increase in writings on the Korean War during the last thirty years, following the release of key primary
source documents, has revived and energized the interest of scholars. This essential reference work not only provides
an overview of recent research, but also assesses what impact this has had on understanding the war.
A Political Economy of the Middle East Melani Cammett 2018-03-22 A Political Economy of the Middle East is the most
comprehensive analysis of developments in the political economy of the region over the past several decades, examining
the interaction of economic development processes, state systems and policies, and social actors in the Middle East.
The fourth edition, with new authors Melani Cammett and Ishac Diwan, has been thoroughly revised, with two new
introductory chapters that provide an updated framework with which to understand and study the many changes in
demography, education, labor markets, urbanization, water and agriculture, and international labor migration in the
recent years. The new edition also includes: a new chapter that charts the political economy of the Gulf states and, in
particular, the phenomenal growth of oil economies; a new chapter on the rise of "crony capitalism;" and increased
coverage of the changes in civil society and social movements in the region, including an exploration of the causes,
dynamics, consequences, and aftermath of the Arab uprisings.
The Emissions Gap Report 2014 United Nations Environment Programme 2014-03-11 The UN Environment Emissions Gap Report
assesses the latest scientific studies on current and estimated future greenhouse gas emissions and compares these with
the emission levels permissible for the world to progress on a least-cost pathway to achieve the goals of the Paris
Agreement. This difference between where we are likely to be and where we need to be is known as the emissions gap.
The report explores some of the most important options available for countries to bridge the gap.
The Neighbours of the European Union's Neighbours Sieglinde Gstöhl 2016-02-24 Should the European Neighbourhood Policy
stop at the borders of the European Union’s immediate neighbouring countries? This book is the first full length study
of the ’neighbours of the EU’s neighbours’, a concept originally introduced by the European Commission with reference
to Saharan Africa, the Middle East and Central Asia. These regions in the EU’s broader neighbourhood are often
perceived as an ’arc of crisis’ from which manifold challenges emanate for Europe. This timely book takes stock of the
state of the EU’s cooperation with the neighbours of its neighbours and explores how the concept might help promote
security, stability and prosperity beyond the countries which are formally part of the European Neighbourhood Policy.
How can the EU create bridges between these regions? What instruments does the EU have at its disposal and how can it
link them in order to respond to the challenges and overcome the current fragmentation? One of the conclusions is the
suggestion to consider a pragmatic ’EU Strategy for the Neighbours of its Neighbours’ which addresses the needs of the
broader EU neighbourhood in a more systematic and consistent manner and helps transform in the long run the ’arc of
crisis’ into another ’ring of friends’.
The History of Music Production Richard James Burgess 2014-06-25 In The History of Music Production, Richard James
Burgess draws on his experience as a producer, musician, and author. Beginning in 1860 with the first known recording
of an acoustic sound and moving forward chronologically, Burgess charts the highs and lows of the industry throughout
the decades and concludes with a discussion on the present state of music production. Throughout, he tells the story of
the music producer as both artist and professional, including biographical sketches of key figures in the history of
the industry, including Fred Gaisberg, Phil Spector, and Dr. Dre. Burgess argues that while technology has defined the
nature of music production, the drive toward greater control over the process, end result, and overall artistry come
from producers. The result is a deeply knowledgeable book that sketches a critical path in the evolution of the field,
and analyzes the impact that recording and disseminative technologies have had on music production. A key and handy
reference book for students and scholars alike, it stands as an ideal companion to Burgess's noted, multi-edition book
The Art of Music Production.
The Routledge Research Companion to Energy Geographies Stefan Bouzarovski 2017-07-06 Energy has become a central
concern of many strands of geographical inquiry, from global climate change to the effects of energy decisions on our
lives. However, many aspects of the ‘black box’ of relationships at the energy-society interface remain unopened,
especially in terms of the spatial underpinnings of energy production and consumption within nations, cities and
regions. Debates focusing on the location and nature of energy flows frequently fail to consider the multiple
geographical networks that illustrate and explain the distribution of fuels and services around the world. Providing an
integrated perspective on the complex interdependencies between energy and geography, The Routledge Research Companion
to Energy Geographies offers a timely conceptual framework to study the multiple facets of energy geography, including
security, space and place, planning, environmental science, economics and political science. Illustrating how a
geographic approach towards energy can aid decision-making pathways in the domains of social justice and environment,
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Middle East scholars from around the worldTimely topic with the aftermath of Arab revolutions still unfoldingGoes
beyond the political perspective of the uprisings (which is what many books tend to focus on), and provides analyses on
socio-economic and political-economic aspects of eventsKeywords:Political Economy;Democracy;Transitions;MENA;Arab
Spring;Tunisia;Egypt;Libya;Turkey;Yemen;Indonesia;Revolutions;Political Islam;The Middle
East;Islamists;Corruption;Competition;Iran;Social Order;Rents;Economic DevelopmentReviews: “How are we to understand
the origins and consequences of the momentous changes which have rocked the Middle East in the past four years? This
book brings together some of the most insightful scholars of the region to begin to distill some of the lessons from
this experience. It takes on board the extent of the variation and the rich historical legacies. An important and
fascinating work.” James A Robinson David Florence Professor of Government Harvard University “This is an important
book for those are interested in the Arab region and recent ground-breaking events. Ishac Diwan and his colleagues have
made a great contribution by providing deep and thought-provoking perspectives on the causes and implications of the
so-called Arab Spring.” Mustapha Kamel Nabli Former Governor, Central Bank of Tunisia “… efforts to understand why the
uprisings took place, and what effects they have had so far, are of the greatest importance … The contributors to this
volume are to be congratulated for the many skillful ways they use a Political Economy approach to provide trenchant
evidence …” Roger Owen A J Meyer Professor Emeritus of Middle East History Harvard University “This volume makes a
valuable contribution to the growing literature on the Arab uprisings.” Middle East Media and Book Reviews Online “It
includes the most commentary on the structural factors behind the uprisings, and a credible hypothesis emerges from
some of its essays: in recent decades, neoliberal reforms enacted by Arab states combined with corrupt privatization
schemes and crony capitalism to undermine the economic base of the middle class to ally with the lower-middle class and
the poor.” Foreign Affairs
Principles of Agricultural Economics Andrew Barkley 2016-03-18 Principles of Agricultural Economics, now in its second
edition, showcases the power of economic principles to explain and predict issues and current events in the food,
agricultural, agribusiness, international trade, natural resource and other sectors. The field of agricultural
economics has expanded to include a wide range of important and interesting topics, including macroeconomics,
international trade, agribusiness, environmental economics, natural resources, and international development. For this
new edition, the text has been updated throughout with a new chapter on policy, separate chapters for supply and
demand, and increased coverage of key topics and approaches including finance, trade and behavioural economics. Readers
will also benefit from an expanded range of case studies which demonstrate real world examples of the principles under
discussion. These include obesity, alternative fuels, trade disputes, and animal welfare. The companion website
provides students and instructors with extra material in order to enhance their learning and further their
understanding of agricultural economics. This book introduces economic principles in a succinct and reader-friendly
format, providing students and instructors with a clear, up-to-date, and straightforward approach to learning how a
market-based economy functions, and how to use simple economic principles for improved decision making. The principles
are applied to timely, interesting, and important real-world issues through words, graphs, and simple algebra. This
book is for students who study agricultural economics, microeconomics, rural development and environmental policy.
The Business Environment Paul Wetherly 2014-01 Designed specifically for students new to the study of business, this
book explores the global range of environments within which business operates. Wetherly and Otter encourage critical
thinking via a unique 'themes and issues' approach, which reflects the integrated, dynamic reality of businesses today.
The International Baccalaureate Alexander Duncan Campbell Peterson 1972
Beyond Liberal Order Harry Verhoeven 2022-05-01 What does liberal order actually amount to outside the West, where it
has been most institutionalised? Contrary to the Atlantic or Pacific, liberal hegemony is thin in the Indian Ocean
World; there are no equivalents of NATO, the EU or the US-Japan defence relationship. Yet what this book calls the
'Global Indian Ocean' was the beating heart of earlier epochs of globalisation, where experiments in international
order, market integration and cosmopolitanisms were pioneered. Moreover, it is in this macro-region that today's
challenges will face their defining hour: climate change, pandemics, and the geopolitical contest pitting China and
Pakistan against the USA and India. The Global Indian Ocean states represent the greatest range of political systems
and ideologies in any region, from Hindu-nationalist India and nascent democracy in Indonesia and South Africa, to the
Gulf's mixture of tribal monarchy and high modernism. These essays by leading scholars examine key aspects of political
order, and their roots in the colonial and pre-colonial past, through the lenses of state-building, nationalism,
international security, religious identity and economic development. The emergent lessons are of great importance for
the world, as the 'global' liberal order fades and new alternatives struggle to be born.
Investment Banking Joshua Pearl 2013-05-28 Investment Banking, UNIVERSITY EDITION is a highly accessible and
authoritative book written by investment bankers that explains how to perform the valuation work at the core of the
financial world. This body of work builds on Rosenbaum and Pearl’s combined 30+ years of experience on a multitude of
transactions, as well as input received from numerous investment bankers, investment professionals at private equity
firms and hedge funds, attorneys, corporate executives, peer authors, and university professors. This book fills a
noticeable gap in contemporary finance literature, which tends to focus on theory rather than practical application. It
focuses on the primary valuation methodologies currently used on Wall Street—comparable companies, precedent
transactions, DCF, and LBO analysis—as well as M&A analysis. The ability to perform these methodologies is especially
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critical for those students aspiring to gain full-time positions at investment banks, private equity firms, or hedge
funds. This is the book Rosenbaum and Pearl wish had existed when we were trying to break into Wall Street. Written to
reflect today’s dynamic market conditions, Investment Banking, UNIVERSITY EDITION skillfully: Introduces students to
the primary valuation methodologies currently used on Wall Street Uses a step-by-step how-to approach for each
methodology and builds a chronological knowledge base Defines key terms, financial concepts, and processes throughout
Provides a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of LBOs and an organized M&A sale process Presents new coverage
of M&A buy-side analytical tools—which includes both qualitative aspects, such as buyer motivations and strategies,
along with technical financial and valuation assessment tools Includes a comprehensive merger consequences analysis,
including accretion/(dilution) and balance sheet effects Contains challenging end-of-chapter questions to reinforce
concepts covered A perfect guide for those seeking to learn the fundamentals of valuation, M&A , and corporate finance
used in investment banking and professional investing, this UNIVERSITY EDITION—which includes an instructor’s companion
site—is an essential asset. It provides students with an invaluable education as well as a much-needed edge for gaining
entry to the ultra-competitive world of professional finance.
Combating Inequality Alexander Gallas 2015-12-22 Economic inequality has recently gained considerable academic
attention. However, two important aspects of inequality have not been discussed systematically: its multidimensional
nature and the question of what can be done to reverse it. This book offers insights from scholars representing the
Global Labour University, which operates in Brazil, Germany, India, South Africa and the US. They analyse the various
drivers of inequality, assess policy responses, and discuss counterstrategies. The main findings of this book are that
rising levels of inequality cannot be addressed only with the standard policies responses, namely education,
redistribution and ‘green growth’. In addition, the way markets currently function needs to be corrected. The chapters
in this volume focus on specific fields of contemporary capitalism where important drivers of inequality are located,
for example, the labour market; the financial system; the tax system; multi-national corporations; and gender
relations. Other chapters discuss in detail where political opportunities for change lie. They critically assess
existing countermeasures; the idea of a ‘green economy’ and its implications for inequality; and existing campaigns by
trade unions and new social movements against inequality. In line with the global nature of the problem, this book
contains case studies on countries both from the north and south with considerable economic and political weight. This
book provides academics, political practitioners and civil society activists with a range of ideas on how to drive back
inequality. It will be of interest to those who study political economy, development economy and labour economics.
Edible Insects Arnold van Huis 2013 Edible insects have always been a part of human diets, but in some societies there
remains a degree of disdain and disgust for their consumption. Insects offer a significant opportunity to merge
traditional knowledge and modern science to improve human food security worldwide. This publication describes the
contribution of insects to food security and examines future prospects for raising insects at a commercial scale to
improve food and feed production, diversify diets, and support livelihoods in both developing and developed countries.
Edible insects are a promising alternative to the conventional production of meat, either for direct human consumption
or for indirect use as feedstock. This publication will boost awareness of the many valuable roles that insects play in
sustaining nature and human life, and it will stimulate debate on the expansion of the use of insects as food and feed.
Platform Economics Cristiano Codagnone 2018-11-23 Platform Economics tackles head on the rhetoric surrounding the socalled “sharing economy”, which has muddied public debate and has contributed to a lack of policy and regulatory
intervention.
A Manual for Writers of Dissertations Kate L. Turabian 1945
Measuring the Real Size of the World Economy World Bank 2013-04-25 This volume provides a comprehensive review of the
statistical theory and methods underlying the estimation of purchasing power parities (PPPs) and real expenditures, the
choices made for the 2005 International Comparison Program (ICP) round, and the lessons learned that led to
improvements in the 2011 ICP.
Mathematics for the IB Diploma: Analysis and approaches SL Paul Fannon 2019-09-30 Enable students to construct,
communicate and justify correct mathematical arguments, with a range of activities and examples of maths in the real
world. - Engage and excite students with examples and photos of maths in the real world, plus inquisitive starter
activities to encourage their problem-solving skills - Build mathematical thinking with our 'Toolkit' and mathematical
exploration chapter, along with our new toolkit feature of questions, investigations and activities - Develop
understanding with key concepts and applications integrated throughout, along with TOK links for every topic - Prepare
your students for assessment with worked examples, and extended essay support - Check understanding with review
exercise midway and at the end of the coursebook Follows the new 2019 IB Guide for Mathematics: analysis and approaches
Standard Level Available in the series Mathematics for the IB Diploma: Analysis and approaches SL Student Book ISBN:
9781510462359 Student Book Boost eBook ISBN: 9781398334304 Exam Practice Workbook Mathematics for the IB Diploma:
Analysis and approaches SL 9781398321182 Exam Practice Workbook Mathematics for the IB Diploma: Analysis and approaches
SL Boost eBook 9781398342316 Mathematics for the IB Diploma: Analysis and approaches HL Student Book ISBN:
9781510462366 Student Book Boost eBook ISBN: 9781398334311 Exam Practice Workbook Mathematics for the IB Diploma:
Analysis and approaches HL 9781398321878 Exam Practice Workbook Mathematics for the IB Diploma: Analysis and approaches
HL Boost eBook 9781398342361 SL & HL Boost Subscription: 9781398341265
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